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Section 1 - Introduction



 The business of banking is primed for material upheaval

 Presentation Purpose: themes, implications, policy perspective

 Three interwoven key themes explored:

o Industrial Evolution

o Business Model Adaptation

o Capital Optimisation

 Lower risk, lower returns world – presents important

considerations for policymakers

Introductory Comment

Substantive changes are afoot in the banking sector



Section 2 – Key Strategic Themes



 Change has been underway for some time (digital; data analytics)

 Acceleration now evident as bank strategies are forced to adapt
5

Industrial change is already driving recalibration of bank strategies

Theme 1: Industrial Evolution – Context
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Regulatory and technological change underpinning revolution

Theme 1: Digitisation & Advanced Analytics

 PSD2 means much wider access to rich customer data

 Open Banking and data analytics will drive price commoditisation

 Data analytics will also facilitate customisation

 Ultimately forcing operating and funding model adaptation

o Lowest cost to serve operating models a necessary evil

o Innovation to confer competitive advantage

o Development of cheap sticky funding fortresses essential



 Penetration of customers via digital channels has strengthened

 Evolving optimal physical footprint means further branch

rationalisation; digital innovation a key focus for differentiation
7

Refinement of digital propositions crucial in a cost and revenue context

Theme 2: Business Model Adaptation

Source: Bain (2016), Goodbody

Ireland



 Low cost stable funding crucial – deposits availability a constraint;

corporate deposit de-emphasis

 Continued monetary authority funding delays transition

 Deposit-gathering platforms will ultimately evolve
8

Low cost deposit funding models present the most value to banks

Theme 2: Cash is King
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Substantive disparity in risk weightings means an uneven playing field

Theme 3: Capital Optimisation

 Higher capital intensity denotes RoE disadvantage – a challenge in

a market focused on commoditised lending and low cost to serve

 Inconsistent risk weighting / capital requirements unhelpful
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More challenges for banks in the form of upcoming ‘Basel IV’ stipulations

Theme 3: Upcoming Regulatory Change

Standardised 
Models

Capital / Output 
Floors

Banking Book 
Review

Sovereign risk 
weights / AFS / 
DTAs / Other?
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A world of lower risks and structurally lower returns

Bringing It All Together

 Thinner lending margins due to risk-based pricing capability

 Changed business models – leaner operating cost structures,

focus on retail deposit funding models

 Reduced risk owing to greater capital requirements – though

by no means is risk eliminated and important that banks are

treated equally

 Valuations will adapt accordingly but it will take time



Section 3 – Policy Considerations
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Policymakers have a responsibility to be aware of and prepare for change

What can Policymakers do?

Avoid interference 
in banks’ 

commercial 
strategies

Take into 
consideration the 
risks posed by the 
shadow banking 

system

Apply strict 
licensing 

requirements while 
stimulating 
competition

Be prepared to 
facilitate requisite 

change

Foster the creation 
of a level playing 

field

Recognise that ‘one 
size’ does not ‘fit 

all’
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